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Welcome to Belgrade

City of many nations, BELGRADE is a city with a tumultuous,
but also frequently tragic past, primarily due to its unique
position at the confluence of the Sava and Danube rivers, on
the border between the East and the West. Due to its
position it was rightfully named “Gates of the Balkans” and
the “Doors of Middle Europe”. Belgrade is one of the oldest
cities in Europe with a 7000-year history. Visitors who come
to Belgrade for the first time, never leave indifferent, and
always come back to it with joy. More importantly,
Belgraders like everyone, so get to know Belgrade by getting
to know Belgraders!

WHERE TO STAY

SIGHTS TO SEE
THE BELGRADE FORTRESS
Is a museum of the history of Belgrade, a place where you can
literally observe the passage of time. The life at the ridge over the
confluence of the Sava and the Danube has lasted for over two
millenniums. Six centuries elapsed since Belgrade became the
capital for the first time in its history. The Belgrade Fortress and the
Kalemegdan Park together represent a cultural monument of
exceptional importance, the area where various sport, cultural and
arts events take place, and are fun and joy for all generations of
Belgraders and numerous visitors of the city.

CONGRESS VENUE
Hotel Crown Plaza ****
www.crowneplaza.com

The Crowne Plaza Belgrade is ideally located in the central
business district of New Belgrade. Only 13 km from the
International Belgrade Airport Nikola Tesla, near two
shopping malls (Delta City and Usce) and only 5 minutes
drive away from the city center. Our Hotel offers 416
spacious guestrooms, club rooms and suites designed to
provide absolute comfort, highest level of service and free
Wi-Fi throughout the hotel. Crowne Plaza Belgrade is the
ideal venue for convention guests, as the hotel connects
directly into Sava Centre,
the biggest convention
centre in Belgrade.
Belgrade (Kombank)
Arena, the largest event
and sports hall is just a
stroll away.

HYATT REGENCY BELGRADE *****
www.belgrade.regency.hyatt.com
Hyatt Regency Belgrade is the finest ***** 5 star hotel in Beograd
(Belgrade), located in New Belgrade, close to the exclusive
shopping Centre Usce, and amazing park Usce - point where
Sava flows into the Danube with river bank overlooking the city
center and Kalemegdan fortress and an intact and uninhabited
War Island. The hotel is only five minutes by car from the Belgrade
city center, the old city of Zemun and within walking distance of
Sava Centre - one of the largest conferences centers in Belgrade
and KOMBANK Arena - the
largest event and sports hall in
the city. Hyatt Regency
Belgrade hotel is also just 15
minutes from the Belgrade
Airport.

THE PALACIES OF THE SERBIAN
KARADJORDJEVIC DYNASTY- BELGRADE
The Royal Palace in Dedinje was built between 1924 and 1929, on
orders by King Alexander I, as the official royal residence. The
building of the White Palace, which is part of the Royal Palace
complex, was built to the wishes of King Aleksandar I as a residence
for his sons. It was built from 1934 to 1937 to a design by the
architect Aleksandar
Djordjević. Today it is
the home of the heir to
the throne, Aleksandar
II and his family. It is a
large impressive villa of
white stone in the
Serbian-Byzantine
style.
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